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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to introduce dLibra - a Digital Library Framework
developed by Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center (PSNC). We
present the system with respect to its functionality, internal architecture and
technologies employed.
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1 Introduction
The dLibra Digital Library Framework has been developed by Poznan Supercomputing
and Networking Centre since 1999 [1][2]. The software delivers tools for setting
up, accessing and managing a library of digital documents of various types.
With a hierarchical directory structure, advanced document versioning support,
comprehensive right management and flexible searching capabilities the dLibra
framework can provide a wide variety of multimedia services such as multimedia
books, distance education or media on demand.

2 System functionality
dLibra facilitates all phases of a digital publishing process by supporting three basic
groups of users: readers, writers and publishers. Using a web-based interface the
readers can easily browse the library and view selected publications. A search
engine enables them to issue a query regarding various multilingual metadata attributes
(e.g. using Dublin Core attribute scheme [3]) such as the publication author, title,
description, keywords, creation date and many more. The writers are delivered intuitive
GUI-based tools for placing new publications in the library and retrieving publications
or some of their components for further editing. An advanced versioning system
supports managing subsequent revisions of publication objects as well as branching.
Finally, the publishers receive tools for managing the whole library structure, in
particular, putting out and hiding publications, managing access rights and other library
resources.
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The whole library content is organized in a hierarchical structure of entities.
A directory is an entity that groups any number of other items - subdirectories or
publications. A publication is a unit of information (e.g. an article or a book) that
consists of one or more basic objects of various types (e.g. HTML, image, sound).
Every entity in the library – from the root directory down to a single publication object
can be described by means of user-defined attribute schemes (e.g. Dublin Core). The
values of attributes can be defined in several user-defined languages and are considered
while searching the library.
dLibra provides support for both publication- and object-level versioning.
Object-level versioning enables the writers to introduce new information to the
already existing publication components, whereas publication-level versioning makes
it possible to combine the new material into a new publication edition. Every
publication can have an unlimited number of editions comprised of different versions
of publication files or even different files.
Access management in the dLibra library is based on a system of users and groups.
A user can be made a member of any number of groups, which may be considered as
an assignment of a specific role (the user inherits all the rights granted to the groups
of which he is a member). Rights can be granted on a library, directory or publication
basis. On each level, several access sub-levels have been defined to enable a precise
definition of user roles.

3 Internal architecture and technologies employed
The dLibra Digital Library Framework is implemented as a client-server system
(Figure 1). On the server side there are a number of independent modules connected
via network interfaces. Being responsible for data storage the Content module provides
means for reading and writing particular versions of publication objects. The Metadata
module manages the logical library structure - directory hierarchy, publication editions
and attributes of all library objects. The User module supports access control and
right management by storing user and group information along with access rights for
all library objects. The Event module provides a versatile communication mechanism
for the other server-side components. Using the mechanism, new functionality such
as accounting or subscription services, can be easily implemented. The already
implemented Search module uses the event service to update the library content
indexes. All available services are managed by the System Services module and
are made available to client applications by the User Interface module. Finally, the
Presentation module serves a web application providing access to the library resources.
On the client side GUI applications are delivered that support publication creating and
library management processes.
All modules are implemented using Java 2 technology, in particular RMI (Remote
Method Invocation), JDBC (Java Database Connectivity), JSP/Servlet, JavaSwing
technologies. Currently, the data storage module utilizes the Oracle database system.
Nonetheless, because of the use of JDBC and SQL 92 standards dLibra can be easily
ported to work with any other RDBMS.
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Figure 1: dLibra internal architecture

4 Further Work
In this paper we have briefly discussed features of the dLibra Digital Library
Framework. At present, the system is being put into practice in PSNC in order to
support publication, storage and access to company internal documents such as articles
or reports. However, the design and development work is carried on to implement new
functionality connected with group work, subscription services and accounting.
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